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Minutes for NSCF Mechanicsburg Chapter Meeting 
30 June 2017 

 
 

I. Meeting was called to order at 1130 by CAPT J.D. Cassani, President 
 

II. Treasurer’s Report 
1. LT Abe Cook, Treasurer, provided a report on the financial status of the  

Chapter.  Current account balance: $33,099.00.  $3072.00 payment to Carlisle 
Barracks golf course for the Spring Golf tournament and AO raffle prize 
reimbursement pending. 
 

2. Current emblematic inventory: 16 Flags, 22 Mugs, 6 Small Oak Leafs,     
3 Large Oak Leafs and 20 Koozies.   
  

III. Previous Events (NSCF and Other):  
1. 23 Jun 17:  Spring Golf Tournament (LT Ricardo Castaneda, BSC). It was a successful 

event despite the weather not cooperating in the morning, there were 99 
participants and only 4 no shows (1 group).   LT Cook mentioned estimated profits 
of $9,000; LT Cook plans to go over the event financials with the AO and provide the 
board with a final event cash flow statement.  The following lessons learned were 
discussed; do not put the dates on the signs at each hole so they can possibly be 
used during future golf events, the large amount of raffle prizes ensured the 
majority of participants left with a prize, use a schedule of events to ensure all 
events/sponsor acknowledgments are presented, and lastly push event volunteer 
opportunities to spouses/dependents sooner. 
 

IV. Upcoming Events (NSCF and Other):  
1. 20 Aug 17:  Summer Family Picnic (LT Ty Shaffer, DLA). AO not present.  LT Cook 

asked the board what donations amounts will be presented to LEEK and NSCF 
presented at the event.  LCDR Sonon recommended finalizing the donation amounts 
during the annual spend plan review.   

 
2. TBD:  ProDev -  NAVSEA Logistics Center Tour (AO:  LT Darius Rawls, BSC).  NAVSEA 

POC recently changed to CDR Steven McDonald (XO).  The AO will contact the POC to 
finalize the date/time, AO will propose 21 Jul 17. 

 
3. TBD:  ProDev -  Army War College Tour (AO:  LT Erik Sippell, WSS).  AO followed up 

with CDR King. CDR King is still trying to find a date/time that works for both 
parties and will ensure max chapter participation.  The tour will most likely be 
pushed to Aug-Sep17. 
 

V. Open Discussion/Closing Remarks: 
1. CY17 schedule of events review.  LCDR Harper stated the Buckman’s social that was 

previously scheduled for Aug17 will move up to Jul17 to de-conflict with the 
Summer Picnic event.  LT McCreary is the Buckman social AO.  The board voted 5 to 
0 to fund the social up to $300 and will also try to coordinate a DV for the social. 
LCDR Harper also stated that he needs volunteers for upcoming events and LT 
Rawls volunteered to lead the Choptober Fest event.  CAPT Cassani asked about 
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chapter involvement in MECH/PHIL games and LCDR Sonon stated that we have not 
traditionally done anything as a chapter to support this event. 

 
2. Open action items:  

 
- Chapter banner and business cards.  LT Thornton stated these items will 

cost approximately $10 more than originally budgeted.  LCDR Sonon and 
LT Thornton recommended removing pictures from the Pearl Harbor 
NSCF Chapter Fun Bunch from the back of the cards, the board agreed with 
this recommendation.  LT Thornton will add a graphic to the back of the 
cards and obtain board approval prior to ordering. 

 
- Dine to Donates (Unassigned).  LT Tounkara will no longer be the Chapter 

fundraising lead. LT Thornton will solicit for a replacement. 
 

- Professional development opportunities (LT Rawls).  LT Rawls is planning 
to meet with a DSCA POC within the next week to setup a tour within the 
next few months.  LT Rawls is also working with a Hershey chocolate 
manufacturing plant VP to arrange a plant tour in the near future. 

  
- Annual Spend Plan (LCDR Lanclos and LT Cook).  LT Cook stated the draft 

plan is with LCDR Lanclos and LCDR Harper for review and will be 
presented to the rest of the board for review/approval within the next 
couple of weeks.  CAPT Cassani and LCDR Sonon discussed purchasing the 
favors for the next Supply Corps ball instead of donating funds to the ball 
committee and build the budgeted amount into the spend plan. 

 
3. The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for 27 Jul 17 

 
Closing Remarks:  

1. CAPT Cassani shared takeaways from the last NSCF phone call….. Singapore is 
standing up a Chapter in the near future. NSCF-Mech request for summer picnic 
funding approval.  It is acceptable to provide donations to Supply Corps Balls. 
Chapters need to ensure cash donations received from donors go towards the 
advertised fund (NSCF Scholarships, LEEK….).  Chapters need to check with their 
local and state laws on event 50/50 raffles.  CAPT Cassani also discussed the 
recipient of the NSCF-Mech Chapter scholarship ($1,000) and requested the board 
reach out to the recipient to congratulate him and invite him to future Chapter 
events.  There are also plans to reach out to him in regards to internship 
opportunities. In total NSCF provide over $250K in scholarship funds. Additionally, 
the NSCF website is adding retirement transition information to the site. 
 

2. CAPT Cassani and LCDR Sonon also discussed Chapter of the Year submission for 
last year.  LDR Sonon is coordinating submission with CAPT Williams and LCDR 
Neer.  Submissions are due 1Sep17. Chapters will convene in San Diego on 11Nov17 
for award presentation, CAPT Cassani plans to attend this event. 

 
3. Meeting adjourned at 1204. 
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Action Items 
1. Annual Spend Plan 

 
 

 

Attendees:  CAPT J.D. Cassani, LCDR Albert Sonon, LCDR J.P Harper, LT Aaron Thornton, LT 
Abe Cook, Ms. Laureen Ramos, LT Darius Rawls, LT Erik Sippel, LCDR Chris O’Connor, LCDR 
Dan O’Brien, LTjg Christopher Hocker 

 
 
 


